
TOPIC - In the News

PURPLE (GRAMMAR) - Future predictions- will contrasted with
be, going to; modals of possibility (may,might,could,will)

BLUE (VOCABULARY)  - Identifying and using context clues

YELLOW (CONVERSATION STRATEGY) - Expressing sympathy and
concern

GREEN (CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS)  - Making predictions

HEMISPHERES LEVEL 2 UNIT 5 PART A

IN THE NEWS

INT: THE HEMISPHERES CAFE, A QUIET AFTERNOON.  JAKE IS BEHIND
THE COUNTER. HECTOR WAITS ON PAUL, THE NEWSPAPER EDITOR, WHO
IS READING THE NEWS ON HIS LAPTOP.

Hector walks to a table carrying a pastry tray.

HECTOR
I'm taking off soon.  Can I get you
some more coffee?

PAUL
I'm fine.  But maybe I'll have one
of those nut muffins.  Jake, are
they fresh?

HECTOR
Baked this morning.

Hector gives him a muffin.

PAUL
Thanks.  This is so depressing.

HECTOR
What happened?

He shows Hector online news headline - "Crime on the rise in
New York."

HECTOR (CONT'D)
That's terrible.  I thought crime
was down.

PAUL
It was, but it's up again.

(CONTINUED)



HECTOR
That's terrible.

Hector goes to the cash register.

HECTOR (CONT'D)
Jake, have you heard about the
increase in crime?

JAKE
Yeah, Martine's putting in a new
security system.

HECTOR
(looking behind register)

She may be too late.

JAKE
What's wrong?

HECTOR
My backpack is gone.  It was right
here next to the computer supplies.

JAKE
Maybe it fell underneath?

Jake and Hector search, frantic.

HECTOR
Maybe someone stole it!

JAKE
Oh man, I'm sorry to hear that.

HECTOR
My landlord's going to kill me.

JAKE
Your landlord?

HECTOR
(very upset)

My rent money was in there! How am
I supposed to survive this month?

JAKE
Don't panic.  I'm sure we'll find
it.

Jake searches all around the counter.

2.
CONTINUED:

(CONTINUED)



HECTOR
I'm calling the cops.

JAKE
Let me check the back room.
Everything will be okay.... (exits)

Hector picks up the phone, dials 911.

HECTOR
Hello, yes.  I want to report a
robbery. Yes, I'm....

Jake returns swinging the backpack.

JAKE
Oh, Hector! Look what I found.

HECTOR
(into phone, embarrassed)

Never mind.
(hangs up)

Chaz walks out

CHAZ
Maybe Hector will be more careful
in the future.  But what about
identity theft?  Pay attention.
Thais could save your reputation,
and, save you a lot of money.
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Mini-doc on identity theft. Chaz narrates.

CHAZ
There is a new way to steal money.
It will affect millions of victims
this year alone. The loss from this
type of theft is going to reach ten
billion dollars soon. Identity
theft can be very easy.
Surprisingly easy. Some thieves
simply take a letter or bank
statement from a person’s mailbox
or trash. Other thieves might look
over someone’s shoulder at an ATM.
More sophisticated criminals may
use computer programs to steal
data.

3.
CONTINUED: (2)

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



When thieves do this, they can open
up new credit card accounts and run
up thousands of dollars worth of
debt in your name. 
As online banking and shopping
become more common, the number of
victims will increase.  So, to
protect yourself from identity
theft, always guard your personal
information.  Never write it in an
e mail. And only buy things online
from companies with web security.
Good to know.

4.
CONTINUED:

CHAZ (CONT'D)


